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Cocorioko website
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http://www.cocorioko.net/charlesmargairubbinghishandswithglee.html
With Hinga Norman now a confirmed PMDC member ...Charles Margai Rubbing His Hands With
Glee
By Wilfred Kabs-Kanu
Charles Margai , the political upstart in Sierra Leone aspiring to send the ruling Sierra Leone People's
Party ( SLPP) packing , come the July 28 elections, is rubbing his hands with glee , like Hudini the
magician, after completing the immaculate feat of prising the politically-valuable former Chief of the Civil
Defence Force ( CDF ), Sam Hinga Norman, from the hands of his bitter rivals.
It would not be surprising if Charles Margai is screaming "Yahooooooo ! ! !" in the shower or the privacy
of his bedroom , because even ardent SLPP supporters in the diaspora, though still in denial and disbelief,
conceded that if it is really true that Chief Norman has crossed carpet from their party to the PMDC, he has
dealt "Some kind of " blow to their chances of winning the July 28 elections.
It is just as well that SLPP fanatics , who admittedly are always confident, have decided to gobble a
generous piece of the humble pie and give Charles Margai his just desserts, even if for a short moment. If
it is indeed true that Norman had joined the PMDC, it is a monumental victory. The PMDC must be given
credit for what they have accomplished.
The truth that no SLPP supporter can deny is that Chief Hinga Norman, though in captivity at the UNsupported Special Court for alleged War Crimes and crimes against humanity, , still commands awe,
respect and hero-status among a good number of Sierra Leoneans, especially in the South/East .Even
those who think he deserves his present fate because of alleged atrocities committed by the CDF miitia
under his control during the war, still admit, if grudgingly, that Norman at least also deserves some praise
for helping immensely to stop the wicked and devillish Revolutionary United Front ( RUF) from taking
over Sierra Leone.
And for the South/Easterner who still looks at the war as a well-orchestrated plan to destroy Mendeland
and eternally subjugate its people, (Though events later proved them wrong , because other parts of the
country later suffered equally, if not worse ), Chief Norman is the folk hero and savior responsible for
whatever political clout they still possess in Sierra Leone, even as many of them are displeased with the
SLPP for straying from their desire of total dominance . President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, whatever his
mistakes, has ensured that he runs a government of inclusion that cuts across tribal and regional lines, to
the bitter end. Kabbah has remained a centrist ,with many key posts in government in the hands of
Westerners and Northerners.
The South/Easterner, always casting a wary look back at the APC rule when he believes that his people
were subjected to almost complete control by Northerners, thinks it could have been worse , had Hinga
Norman not withstood AFRC Military junta strongman Johnny Paul Koroma , and helped to reverse the
May 27, 1997 disastrous coup. . A man credited with the survival of Mendeland and some parts of Sierra
Leone where the CDF also thwarted the RUF , should therefore be expected to command tremendous
influence to be able to tip the scales in Sierra Leone's power struggle, especially if he helps to deprive the
SLPP from sweeping the South/East as it had always done during elections.
To win any election in Sierra Leone, the SLPP needs to make a clean sweep of the South/East. The party's
support in the West and North, has always been suspect and only a landslide victory in the South/East,
spiced with modest gains in the North and capture of a large chunk of the votes in the West , has always
helped the SLPP to prevail. With the APC on the ascendant once more in its traditional Northern
strongholds and the West a likely dogfight between them and the PMDC, it is easier to see why the worry
lines have started developing on the faces of SLPP supporters.
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However, political experts who talked to COCORIOKO last weekend , urged caution in making elections
projections based on the switch-over to the PMDC by Chief Hinga Norman and Special Court indictees.
The SLPP, they warned ,is not just a political party in the South/East. It is a bastion that has solid bearing
on the very cultural , philosophical, psychological and political essence of the people. Unlike the North,
where the APC is not considered as a vehicle for national hegemony, the mende man in the South/East
looks at the SLPP as the be-all and end-all of his very existence and essence. His loyalty, it could be said,
is not built on personalities but on the party itself. Some people have said that even if a dog is given the
SLPP symbol, the South/Easterner would rather have that dog win his votes than waste it on his rivals.
As Patrick Lavalie of Parsippany, NJ told this newspaper :"Without the SLPP , I am nothing in Sierra
Leone. Therefore I will always vote SLPP".
Some Sierra Leoneans told COCORIOKO last weekend that given a choice between the heroism of Chief
Norman and victory for the SLPP, the typical South/Easterner will choose the latter, even while
manifesting all imaginable respects for the Chief .
Another school of thought over the weekend, however, was that those who are predicting that events do
not affect Soth/Easterners are underestimating two things. Firstly, they are underrating the political change
that has swpt Sierra Leone. These Sierra Leoneans said that they have been shuttling between the Diaspora
and Sierra Leone and fully understand what is going on presently in Sierra Leone more than those political
experts making their projections from the comfort of their armchairs in their living rooms in America or
England. They amplied the fact that things have changed in Sierra Leone and people now look after their
own interests than traditional loyalties to political parties. People, they say have changed so much that they
will vote only for the party or person they believe will bring changes to their lives.
The second factor that people are said to be undeestimating is the extent to which Sierra Leoneans , even
in the South/East , are frustrated with the SLPP government. Some angry Sierra Leoneans told
COCORIOKO that the SLPP did nothing for the South/East. They said that infact, the SLPP was inimical
to the socio-political and economic welfare of the South/Eastern people. And they do not see VicePresident Solomon Berewa as somebody that would reverse Kabbah's unhelpful attitude to the South/East.
The SLPP today, they claimed, is not the SLPP of the Sir Milton and Sir Albert Margai days. This
present SLPP, they went on, is just a shell of the original SLPP "The present SLPP is packed full of
greedy, corrupt, unpatriotic , self-seeking and anti-people swehgbehs who have hijacked and destroyed
the dreams of the founding fathers of the party", one man stated sardonically on the phone. These bitter
Sierra Leoneans would not mind turning their backs on an SLPP they once loved and voting for the
PMDC.
From all indications, it looks like both the SLPP and PMDC have a lot of work to do to win the elections.
If they cancel each other out in the South/East and key constituencies, the APC will capitalize and snatch
victory from right under their noses.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 19 February 2007
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia
There were no relevant stories on Liberia in the international media today.

International Clips on West Africa
VOA 17 February 2007

Guinea Unions Cancel Planned Talks with Government
By Gilbert da Costa, Abuja

Union leaders in Guinea say they have cancelled talks with the government until martial law
is lifted. Meanwhile, the West-African regional grouping, ECOWAS, has sent a high-level
delegation to Guinea, to help resolve the crisis there. Gilbert da Costa reports for VOA from
Abuja, the ECOWAS team is led by a former Nigerian military ruler. The three-man team is
led by Nigeria's former military ruler, Ibrahim Babangida, and includes Mohammed Ibn
Chambas, president of ECOWAS, the Economic Community of West African States.

GUINEA: Life means terror in army-run Conakry
CONAKRY, 16 February 2007 (IRIN) - “The boss made reference to President Lansana Conte
and gave us the order to shoot anyone provocative, so whoever provokes me, I will shoot
him without any hesitation,” said a Kalashnikov-toting soldier in the main street outside the
Donka hospital in central Conakry on Thursday, who refused to give his name.
Local Media – Newspaper

President Johnson-Sirleaf Returns Home to a Jubilant Welcome
(The Analyst, The News, National Chronicle, New Democrat, Heritage, Public Agenda and The Informer)

•

•

President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf and entourage returned home on Sunday to a jubilant
welcome following fruitful discussions with international partners and world-class
business conglomerates on Liberia’s debt problems, development agenda and
challenges confronting the Government.
Speaking to well wishers on her return from the Partnership Forum in Washington
D.C., President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf stated that progress from the Forum was a first
step to consolidating the peace and that much still needed to be done to accelerate
the Country’s development efforts.

Newspapers in Possession of “Damaging” Pornographic Photo of Presidential
Affairs Minister
(Public Agenda and Liberian Express)

•

The Public Agenda and the Liberian Express have claimed to be in possession of a
pornographic photo supposedly showing Mr. Willis Knuckles, Minister of State for
Presidential Affairs and Chief of Staff in the Office of the President in the frenzy of
sexual intercourse and/or orgy with two ladies.
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•

It is not known whether the photo was deliberately taken by Mr. Knuckles himself or a
sinister plan carried out by any of the ladies involved or by an unknown person for
the purpose of destroying him.

UN Envoy Hails Debt Relief Deals
(National Chronicle and Liberian Express)

•

The Special Representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Alan Doss, said “real
progress” has been made in dealing with Liberia’s almost US$4 billion debt, but
acknowledged that major challenges remain in rebuilding, particularly the security
and creating jobs. Mr. Doss made the assertions at the just ended Partners’ Forum on
Liberia held in Washington D.C., the United States of America.

Key Faction Leader Confirms Recruitment of Mercenaries
(The Informer)

•

Madam Aisha Conneh, former executive of the disbanded Liberians United for
Reconciliation and Democracy, confirmed over the weekend that some Liberian exfighters were being recruited to participate in the Guinean conflict. Madam Conneh
described as “common criminals” those engaged in such recruitment as it would
undermine the existing cordial relationship between Presidents Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf
and Lansana Conteh.

Local Media – Star Radio (News culled from website at 11:00 am)

President Says Partnership Forum Consolidates the Peace
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Ex-Warring Faction Leader Confirms Recruitment of Mercenaries
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Candidates in Nimba District By-Election Laud President
• In their debate as candidates in the Nimba County by-election slated for Tuesday,
February 20, Liberia Action Party candidate Paul Tuazamah and Unity Party candidate
Evans Koah said that they supported President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf’s move to
takeover the Cocopa Rubber Plantation Company with Mr. Koah adding that the step
was necessary in the wake of violence at the Plantation while Mr. Tuazamah thought
the President should use the Courts if it became necessary for the Government to
possess the farm.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Conservation Group to Empower Communities to Protect Sarpo Park
• Addressing a news conference over the weekend, Conservation International/Liberia
Country Director Alex Pearl said that the institution would launch a US$1.4 million
project to involve communities in the conservation and protection of the Sarpo
National Park in Sinoe County.
• He stated that the USAID-funded Civilian Conservation Crops (CCC) pilot project
would mobilize 6 communities around the Park to help stop illegal activities and
support its conservation.
• Mr. Pearl added that the communities will receive assistance projects, skills training
and service provision in exchange for their participation in protecting the Park.
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•

The project is being implemented by Conservation International/Liberia in partnership
with the National Adult Education Association of Liberia and the Forestry Development
Authority, among others.

(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

County Attorney to Orders Arrest of “Sassywood” Administrators
•
In an interview, Grand Cape Mount County Attorney Richard Davis said that he would
order the arrest of anyone caught administrating “Sassywood” in the County in
compliance with a directive by the Ministry of Justice to all County Attorneys to stop
“trial by ordeal” widely known as “Sassywood”.
Attorney Davis’ order followed the conduct of “Sassywood” in Garwula District, Grand
•
Cape Mount County to find the alleged thief of a cassava processing machine in the
area. Attorney Davis added that the practice violated human rights and undermined
the judicial system of the Country.
•
Attorney Davis recalled that the Supreme Court prohibited the administration of
“Sassywood” in Liberia 1916.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Complete versions of the UNMIL International Press Clips, UNMIL Daily Liberian Radio Summary and
UNMIL Liberian Newspapers Summary are posted each day on the UNMIL Bulletin Board. If you are
unable to access the UNMIL Bulletin Board or would like further information on the content of the
summaries, please contact Mr. Weah Karpeh at karpeh@un.org.
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Voice of America
Monday, 19 February 2007
Guinea's Union Leaders Welcome Lighter Curfew, Pursue Strike Action
Union leaders in Guinea are welcoming a more relaxed curfew, but are pursuing a crippling strike
action. They say they want President Lansana Conte to respect agreements signed in January that
have been ignored. VOA's Nico Colombant reports from Dakar.
One of the main union leaders, who initiated the strike, Radiatou Serah Diallo, tells VOA she is
open to dialogue with Mr. Conte, but that negotiations are no longer needed.
She says he already signed agreements that led to the strike's
brief suspension last month,
but then ignored them.
Following the deal, Mr. Conte unilaterally named officials to
key national and foreign posts, and then appointed a close ally
as new prime minister, Eugene Camara. This angered union
leaders, opposition politicians and many young people who
took to the streets again, and went on looting rampages. They
had demanded an independent prime minister.

Guinean soldiers patrol a street in
Conakry, Guinea, 19 Feb 2007

The renewed violence led to the establishment of a curfew, which was relaxed Monday, allowing
people to move about from six in the morning, rather than starting at noon.
But the strike continues, with banks, government offices and major shops shut down, as has been
the case for many weeks since the strike action first started in January.
A West African human-rights activist, Ibrahima Kane, is not surprised by the strike's lasting
power. He says Guineans are fed up with Mr. Conte's autocratic rule since a coup in 1984.
"The society in Guinea has changed. People in Guinea are also looking at the life of people in the
sub-region. It was the same situation in Mali. People managed to get rid of [former military ruler]
Moussa Traore," said Kane. "Now, they have a very democratic country, a very democratic
society. It was recently the same situation in Mauritania [where] people tried, even [if it was] with
the help of the army, but they are now trying to organize a better society. It was even [the same]
in the neighboring country, Guinea-Bissau, two years ago, the same situation and it has changed.
The only country that is not changing in 30 years in the subregion is Guinea-Conakry."
In Guinea, the few times there have been attempts at mass demonstrations during the strike
action, there has been fierce military repression, leaving more than 100 people dead.
A West Africa analyst with the Brussels-based International Crisis Group, Gilles Yabi, says the
presidential guard, in particular played a key role in stopping demonstrations around the center of
Conakry.
"The presidential guard is mainly composed of people from the same ethnic area, and even from
the same family as President Conte, so these people are enjoying important economic privileges.
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So, we can expect them to be more loyal to President Conte, and again even follow him, even
during bad situations for [Mr.] Conte himself," said Yabi.
Yabi says divisions could be possible within the army, but that this has yet to happen.
"There are a lot of high ranking officials who came to power at the same time as [Mr.] Conte, and
who are completely associated to the regime. I think, they are also in a difficult situation now, and
they are certainly trying to evaluate what will be best for them to follow [Mr.] Conte again for a
few weeks, or now to try to change the tide, and then to have a future in a new Guinea," added
Yabi.
The latest strike action started after Mr. Conte unilaterally freed two allies, who had been jailed as
part of a corruption probe, amid grinding poverty, rising prices and crumbling government
services.
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BBC Online
Monday, 19 February 2007
Rwanda frees genocide prisoners
Rwanda is releasing more than 9,000 prisoners, most of whom are in
jail over the 1994 genocide which left about 800,000 people - mostly
Tutsis - dead.
This is the latest wave of releases under a 2003 presidential decree.
About 60,000 inmates have been freed since.
The government has said the releases are to ease overcrowding and
foster reconciliation, Reuters reports.

Some prisoners have been held
for 10 years without trial

The latest group to be freed does not include any major figures involved in the genocide, an official said.
About 800,000 Tutsis and Hutu moderates were slaughtered during the country's 100-day genocide of
1994.
Since 1997 a UN tribunal sitting in Tanzania has convicted 26 ringleaders of the genocide and acquitted
four people, according to its website.
Rwanda has also been trying people accused over the genocide in local institutions known as gacaca
courts.
Rehabilitation
The Rwandan government says that most of the thousands released since President Paul Kagame's 2003
decree are the sick, elderly and children.
"The group that has been released excludes key masterminds of the genocide," Rwanda's chief prosecutor
told the Reuters news agency.
Genocide survivors, however, are outraged and accuse the released inmates of planning more ethnic
crimes.
"They should ensure that they keep an eye on these people because some of them continue to harbour a
genocide ideology", said Theodore Simburdali, president of a local genocide survivors group told
Reuters.
Inmates at the central prison were crowding round the windows of their cells waiting to hear if their
names were called out, a BBC correspondent in Kigali says.
He adds that women prisoners, waiting in the sun with their belongings packed, were seen shouting with
joy if their names were on the list. The prisoners will go to rehabilitation camps for two months before
being allowed home.
Many thousands more people remain in Rwanda's overcrowded jails.
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Special Court Supplement
Intramural Football Match, Saturday 17 February 2007
Game 2: Rest of the Court 5, Detention 4 (Penalties)
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